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ACTIVITY AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 
 Fingerplay with magic counting gloves- 
 
I will lead an activity at morning meeting in which we sing many 
counting fingerplays and practice numeral recognition by using gloves 
with numbered fingers as part of our singing. Five little ducks, Five green 
and bumpy frogs, Five little monkeys 

EXPECTED 
DURATION/TIME: 
20 minutes 

Reflection 
What went well? How might I change this 
activity the next time I use it? How will I 
follow up with students on this content?  

GOAL: What is the overall goal of the day? How does this activity contribute to the larger goal of 
the day and unit? 
The larger unit is number sense. We have worked a lot on counting and quantifying, and I am 
attempting to develop their numeral recognition. This activity will help them understand sets of five 
backwards and forwards, as well as support their recognition of numerals 1-5.  
 

 

STANDARDS ADDRESSED:  
Gold Standard 20: Uses number concepts and operations a. Counts C. Connects 
numerals with their quantities Standard 15: Demonstrates phonological awareness a. 
notices and discriminates rhyme 
HOOK/RATIONALE: How does this connect to what we’ve done in previous days? In the 
previous activity? Why will the students care about this lesson? How will I generate buy in? 
They love all of the songs we will sing. I am hoping that the gloves will be new and exciting enough to 
extend their attention spans, as well as serving as numeral reference tools. They have been excited 
about counting and numbers, because we have made counting an exciting part of our daily culture. 
My hope is that the gloves allow them to learn, to feel like experts, and to have fun with a new way to 
sing familiar songs.  
 
MATERIALS: What materials do I need access to? What preparation needs to be done ahead of 
time? 
Number line, 22 toddler gloves numbered 1-5, adult sized glove with big numerals 1-5, video camera 
 
TRANSITION: How will I get from the last activity to this one? What are the natural connections 
to what we were doing before? 
It will be during morning meeting. I will use a counting exercise to say hello, and do a 5,4,3,2,1 
shakedown to re-center them. My goal is to have a number-centric morning meeting that flows 
naturally into a culminating fingerplay activity. 
 
 
DIRECTIONS/EXECUTION: How do I communicate direction effectively (Consider: use as few 
words as possible, layer instructions, get students in action as fast as possible, engage students in 
the process, use tools other than verbal directions) 
I will sing one song with just a glove on me. I will then hand out gloves to everyone and ask the other 
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teachers for assistance  in applying the gloves. I will shout out questions whose answers aredifferent 
numbers (how many eyes do you have? How many friends in the class are four?)  and ask them to 
point to the finger with that number/ ask a friend to help them do so. Then, we will sing the songs 
together and use the gloves to back up the numbers we are singing.  
 
ASSESSMENT: How will I know what students learned from this activity? 
If by the end, kids can all sing along counting back from five, if everyone is capable of showing the 
correct numeral when prompted. We will keep the gloves in the classroom and revisit this activity 
multiple times 
CLOSING: How will I get from this activity to the next? How will I know when the activity is 
done? 
I will do a blast-off style countdown to taking the gloves off and then instruct everyone to take the 
gloves off and return them at 0. I will then dismiss them to centers, making sure to first send the 
group that is slated to go to the engineering center for this week’s inventor’s project. 
 
Did you remember to consider: 

• Go through the activity as a student – where might you get stuck, what do you need to be 
successful? 
Some may have trouble putting on gloves. I have asked Ms. Ingram to help them in this.  
Some may have trouble folding their fingers down. I will let them know that if it is too tricky, 
they can just use their other hand to point to the right finger.  
Some quieter kids (B, F SL, N, D, S) May have trouble paying attention, or may not feel 
confident in the activity. I will ask more confident students (H, A, L, J, S, Z) to help their 
friends who may be struggling 

• What could go wrong and how will you respond? What is your Plan B? 
Kids lose interest- Try to recenter them with A-Tooty-Ta. If that doesn’t work, revisit the 
fingerplays another day.  

• How will individual students react to the activity? 
See above 

• How will you modify or change to accommodate the different needs of different students? 
Allowing pointing instead of folding fingers down, inviting less confident students to rely on 
friends, invite them to suggest other songs if they don’t like the one we are doing, if needed- 
revisit one on one with them and the gloves at a later time for more support 
 

 
 
 


